
Stav fiškálnej tlačiarne. 
Formát :  1;0;1;0;0 
Popis:  

[0] Stav FP – 0= practice, 1= fiscalised, 2= blocked 
[1] Functioning - 0= stand-by, 1= receipt opened, 2= invoice opened, 

3= free printing opened, 4= settings, 5= daily closing, 
6= fiscal memory list, 7= fiscalisation 

     [2] daily opening – 0= closed day, 1= opened day 
[3] receipt –0= closed, 1= item line printing, 2= payment, 3= ready, can be closed 
[4] error – 0= no error, 1= EPROM is full, 2= EPROM is empty, 3= EPROM has 

been changed, 4= No EPROM, 5= EPROM error, 6= RAM error, 7= header or 
tax number is missing, 8= date error, 9= firmware has been changed, 10= 
firmware error 

 
 
 

Návratové hodnoty Axis - BlackCat 
 
Error list (The error codes are given in hexadecimal mode) 
 
0 There's no error 
1 Length of frame doesn't match to function 
2 Function executing is not allowed 
3 The date of last record in fiscal memory is later than which would be set 
4 Department number is not allowed 
5 Sale in this department is failed 
6 Wrong ddnumber parameter 
7 Void function is not allowed 
8 There's no subtotal 
9 Previous void item error 
10 RA overflow 
11 PO overflow 
12 Amount of drawer is too much 
13 There's no this kind of payment type 
14 Cashtend payment error 
15 Checktend payment error 
16 Chargetend payment error 
17 Keyboard is not disabled or there's no REG position 
18 Currency error in payment 
19 Wrong currency type 
20 Subtotal discount error 
21 Item discount error 
512 General system error: conditions 
513 Function executing is not allowed 
514 Power fail was 
515 Illegal operation in executing 
516 EJ is not saved! Restart required! 
517 Need RAM clear state: restart with JP1 on 
518 Fiscalized training mode 
624 ECR is fiscalized 
625 ECR is blocked 



626 Dayopen function is happening 
627 There is opened receipt 
628 Payment was get started 
629 There is opened invoice 
630 There is opened nonfiscal receipt 
631 There is opened any receipt 
632 There is opened refund receipt 
633 There is opened storno receipt 
634 There is opened empties receipt 
635 Daily closing is happening 
636 Daily working is started 
637 Sales in receipt is finished and total line is printed 
638 Last function was subtotal 
639 Receipt cancel happend 
640 Fiscal memory printing is happening 
641 Drawer is opened 
642 ECR works in euro mode 
643 Fiscal memory is full soon 
644 Electronic journal is full soon of pieces 
645 All clear jumper is on 
646 There is something problem with display 
647 There is problem with printer 
648 reserved 
649 Euro mode setting is happening 
650 Electronic journal is full soon. Remained less than 256kbyte. 
651 Electronic journal is full soon. Remained less than 16kbyte. 
652 Electronic journal is full. Remained less than 3kbyte. 
653 reserved 
654 reserved 
655 reserved 
688 ECR is NOT fiscalized 
689 ECR is NOT blocked 
690 Dayopen function is NOT happening 
691 There is NOT opened receipt 
692 Payment was NOT get started 
693 There is NOT opened invoice 
694 There is NOT opened nonfiscal receipt 
695 There is NOT not opened any receipt 
696 There is NOT opened refund receipt 
697 There is NOT opened storno receipt 
698 There is NOT opened empties receipt 
699 Daily closing is NOT happening 
700 Daily working is NOT started 
701 Sales in receipt is NOT finished and total line is NOT printed 
702 Last function was NOT subtotal 
703 Receipt cancel is NOT happend 
704 Fiscal memory printing is NOT happening 
705 Drawer is NOT opened 
706 ECR doesnt work in euro mode 
707 Fiscal memory is NOT full soon 
708 Electronic journal is NOT full soon of pieces 
709 All clear jumper is NOT on 



710 There is NOT problem with display 
711 There is NOT any problem with printer 
712 reserved 
713 Euro mode setting is NOT happening 
714 Electronic journal is not full soon. Remained more than 256kbyte. 
715 Electronic journal is not full soon. Remained more than 16kbyte. 
716 Electronic journal is not full soon. Remained more than 3kbyte. 
717 reserved 
718 reserved 
719 reserved 
767 ERR_SYS_OK = 0x02ff 
1024 ERR_REG = 0x0400 
1025 There are too many note line 
1026 Forbidden word in sended string 
1027 Not enough cash in drawer to change 
1028 There are too many barcode 
1040 Error in checking number 
1041 Wrong ddnumber type number 
1042 Value is too big 
1043 Value is too small 
1044 Value is negative 
1045 Change type does not match with first type of change! 
1046 Currency is not rounded 
1056 Overflow error 
1057 Register would be overflowed to negative range : -9999999999 or -99999999.99 
1058 Register would be overflowed to positive range : 9999999999 or 99999999.99 
1059 Register would be negative 
1060 Register would be positive 
1061 Drawer limit is reached 
1062 Daily register would be overflowed 
1063 Periodic register would be overflowed 
1064 Value cannot be displayed, it's too long 
1065 Too many number of items 
1066 Register would be overflowed to negative range : -99999999999999 or -
999999999999.99 
1067 Register would be overflowed to positive range : 99999999999999 or 
999999999999.99 
1068 Decimal of register is not correct 
1069 Result of changing would be numeric overflow 
1072 Transaction error 
1073 Department(VAT) number error 
1074 Item cannot be sold because multiplier or divider is negative" 
1075 Void cannot be done 
1076 There's no subtotal 
1077 Subtotal void cannot be done 
1078 Subtotal discount error 
1079 Forbidden last vat in item discount 
1080 Void_last_item or disc or surch not possible 
1081 Last item or subtotal zero, surcharge or discount are not allowed 
1082 Item cannot be sold because multiplier is zero 
1083 Item cannot be sold because there is divider 
1088 Payment error 



1089 There's no that kind of real tender 
1090 Currency not programmed 
1091 Amount of total is not same with PC 
1092 Whole of payable is paied 
1093 Not allowed change back type 
1094 Whole of payable is not paied 
1095 Change back register would be negative 
1104 There is problem in connection with Euro handling 
1105 In set euro mode were found illegal euro rate. Rate is set to default. 
1106 Have to program 5th of currency in Euro preparation mode 
1120 Getting data error 
1121 Table index error 
1122 Item index error 
1536 Programming error 
1537 Not possible item of programming table 
1538 Member of item of programming table is wrong 
1539 This item of programming table cannot be programmed 
1540 this item of programming table can be programmed in daily closed state 
1541 this item of programming table can be programmed in receipt closed state 
1542 Only read available 
1543 Error in data of system option setting 
1544 Fiscal memory full of that kind of data 
1545 Header programming is needed 
1546 this item of programming table can be programmed in daily opened state 
1547 Cannot be programmed in training mode 
2048 Receipt printer error 
1560 Journal printer error 
3072 Drawer is opened 
3584 There is problem with display of clerk 
4096 There is problem with display of customer 
4608 RTC error 
4624 Vat changing date is active 
4625 Daily closing is more than 24 hour ago 
4626 RTC detected backup power fail! Date, time setting is needed 
4627 ECR maintenance is needed! 
4628 Mustn't make daily closing! 
4640 The date of last record in fiscal memory is later than which would be set 
4641 Date is later than init. date of fiscal memory plus 15 years 
4656 Euro mode activating date is not active 
4657 Euro mode activating date is active 
5120 Fiscal memory error 
5136 Fiscal memory writting error, ECR is blocked 
5152 Fiscal memory reading error 
5168 Fiscal memory checking error 
5169 Fiscal memory missing 
5170 Wrong serial number of fiscal memory 
5171 Fiscal memory is full of ram clear 
5172 Fiscal memory is full of daily closing 
5173 Fiscal memory content is changed 
5174 Grand total of fiscal memory is wrong 
5175 Closing number of fiscal memory is wrong 
5176 Fiscal memory is full of tax payer id 



5177 Fiscal memory is not blank, it has data content 
5178 Fiscal memory is full of vat changing 
5179 Fiscal memory is full of Euro mode setting date 
5180 Fiscal memory is full of Euro preparation date 
5184 Result of search in fiscal memory was fail 
5192 Result of set from fiscal memory was fail 
5193 There's no init record, but fiscal memory has other data 
5248 Fiscal memory is full of headers 
5249 Fiscal memory is full of logo 
5250 Fiscal memory is full of display disconnection 
5251 Fiscal memory is full of fiscal memory disconnection 
5252 Fiscal memory is full of printer disconnection 
5253 Fiscal memory is full of maintaince disconnection 
5632 Electronic journal OK 
5633 EJ unformatted 
5634 Unexpected opened EJ 
5635 Unexpected closed EJ 
5636 EJ ID mismatch 
5637 Invalid dirent type of EJ 
5638 Has opened EJ 
5639 EJ nonexisting 
5640 EJ current 
5641 EJ hash mismatch 
5642 EJ full 
5643 End Of File of EJ 
5644 Day not found of EJ 
5645 EJ read fail 
5646 EJ write fail 
5647 EJ cannot be recovered 
5648 SC mismatch of EJ 
5649 Logic error of EJ 
5650 First closing number mismatch of EJ 
5651 Machine serial number mismatch of EJ 
5652 Unexpected any EJ when FM is empty 
5653 Last closing number mismatch of EJ 
5696 Non blocking error of EJ 
5697 EJ non existed 
5698 EOF of EJ 
5699 EJ index out of range, other SD card or anything else 
5712 EJ full soon 
5713 EJ full soon, remained less than 3Mbyte 
5714 EJ full soon, remained less than 256Kbyte 
5715 EJ full soon, remained less than 16Kbyte 
5716 EJ full soon, remained less than 3Kbyte 
5824 SD error 
5825 SD resetfail 
5826 SD communication fail 
5827 SD read fail 
5828 SD write fail 
5829 SD lock fail 
5856 SC error 
5857 SC communication fail 



5858 SC ATR fail 
6144 Serial communication error 
6145 Frame type doesn't match to function 
6146 Length don't belong to function or function number 
8192 Barcode reader error 
8193 Barcode data too long 
8704 Scale handling error 
9216 Kitchen printer error 
9728 Cpu system error 
9729 ERR_CPU_RAM 
9730 RAM cannot be cleared 
9731 Firmware main code check sum is different from previous 
9732 Firmware coproc code check sum is different from previous 
9760 SD error 
9761 SD read error 
9762 SD write error 
9792 FLASH error 
9793 FLASH write error 
9794 FLASH read error 
9795 FLASH format timeout 
9824 SC error 
9825 SC write error 
9826 SC read error 
9827  SC communication data error 
9856 SPI error 
9857 SPI timeout 
9858 SPI data error 
10240 Battery error 
10241 Battery is discharged 
65024 Reserved for PC 
65280 !! It is not an error, it is used by ECR 
61440 Buffer overlow! 
61441 Timeout! 
61442 CRC error! 
61443 Port open error! 
61444 Not implemented command! 
62189 Execution of thet previous command is in process! 
62190 Parameter error! 
62191 Error in the text of the receipt! 
62192 Uncertain receipt closing! 
62193 Can't open/create file! 
62194 Access denied! 
62195 EJ verify error! 
62196 Missing EJ file! 
62197 Corrupt EJ file! 
62198Saving of electronic journal 
62208Parameter error in line:   

 
 


